Living with the Past in Modern Sudanese Village Traditional Pottery Production in the Ad-Dabba Bend of the Nile
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Abstract: The article presents the results of ethnographic research aimed at recording household economic behaviours within rural communities in the Ad-Dabba Bend of the Nile. The field research conducted in 2015–2019 provided first-hand insight into patterns of the gendered village’s ceramic production. The only currently operating household workshops in the area, located in Jabarūna and Rūmī Bakrī, are both run by women who produce mainly vessels for storing and cooling water and incense burners. Local residents remember many other similar workshops run by both women and men, which operated quite recently. The potteries in Ad-Dabba, representing a bigger and better organised workshop industry, are run by male descendants of immigrants from Nigeria, known in Sudan as Takarna. The pottery making is their only source of income and the range of forms they make is varied.
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This study is a result of field research carried out in the Southern Dongola Reach as a part of the project which, in its most general terms, aims to determine the extent to which the social space in the medieval Nubian village was organised on similar principles as in modern times. There is plenty of evidence from the sphere of material and spiritual culture suggesting that medieval Christians and modern Muslims shared many principles of social organisation and daily life. Their popular religion, customs and beliefs, commemorative calendar and funerary practice were based on the same fundamental attitudes to the supernatural, although the direct sources of their piety might have been different. The above lends credibility to the usage of ethnoarchaeological analogy as a research method in reconstructing the daily life of medieval inhabitants of the Middle Nile area.
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Applied with caution, ethnoarchaeological procedures might suggest some guidelines and conceptions on the general principles governing the structure and evolution of the Nubian medieval household. Ethnographic analogies are useful because they can define with more precision the supposed context in which the material objects and household patterns have been created, and what were their functions and purposes in contemporary society. Needless to say, the utmost caution should be used when deducing ancient behaviour or actions associated with object or artefact distribution from their similarity to other objects or contexts that belong to a different time and diverse cultural environment.¹

This essay is in the main the result of a pilot ethnographic project carried out in Banganarti, Jabarūna, Selib, Rūmī Bakrī and other sites in the so-called Ad-Dabba Bend of the Nile (Fig. 1) with the objective to find out whether ethnographic research among people in the dying professions, such as traditional pottery, makes this feasible at all. Our main concern was the confidence of the female potters, some of whom were elderly women. Such diligence appeared to have been superfluous.

In general, the interviews with craftsmen and craftswomen focused on traditional crafts and subsistence modes. Most time was spent on investigating the issues of pottery making, especially production of large pottery forms. Information was also gathered on carpentry, modes of preparing food, burning charcoal, baking of traditional bread, blacksmithery,

¹ See: Balfet 1965: 176–177; Musa Mohammed 1986: 98.
firing and drying bricks, manufacturing of traditional Sudanese rope beds (‘anāqrīb, sing. ‘anqārīb), fishing, tannery and leather processing, tailoring, plaiting, weaving ropes and baskets etc. The central issue, however, remained research into the components of the local household as e.g. women’s and men’s roles in the building and maintaining of houses, kinship terminology, the structured system of social relationships between the villagers, the gendered division of labour and responsibilities linked to maintaining the household.

In the recent past, pottery production in the Southern Dongola Reach, as in most of Sub-Saharan Africa, was dominated by female potters. Small house-workshops were scattered through the riverine villages where the resources needed for the production, the Nile silt, field leftovers and animal dung, were easily available. Pots were shaped using almost exclusively hand-made techniques. One of the few traces of the bygone ability to use the potter’s wheel in Dar Dongola is a photograph from the Sudan Archive that we publish below by kind permission from Durham University (Fig. 2). Among the local potters of Dongola Reach, the memory of using the wheel has today all but vanished. In 1933, John Winter Crowfoot saw ‘a primitive wheel’ still in use at Nawī near Al-Khandaq. Further to the north, in the area below the Third Cataract, this tradition is still observed.

The research into traditional pottery production in the Ad-Dabba Bend of the Nile focuses on the left bank workshops in Jabarūna near Al-Ghāba, Rūmī Bakrī, about 40km to the north and in Ad-Dabba, where contrary to the practice observed elsewhere, the pottery production is in the hands of men. The above workshops were visited by a research team several times between 2015 and 2019, as a rule in a good company of a local guide Dafa’Allah ‘Awaḍ Muḥammad ‘Alī from Al-Qadār village.

HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY – JABARŪNA

The Jabarūna pottery workshops are run by women who live in typical houses in the centre of the village. The pots are prepared inside their houses (Fig. 3) whereas the firing takes place at a site c. 200m away, on the outskirts of the village. Some male assistants are employed by them to collect and supply the fuel and to carry the shaped pots to the kiln. The women of Jabarūna produce small quantities of vessels for use by local residents. Pottery making had apparently always been their occupation. Jabarūna had recently become one of the main centres supplying a vast area with earthenware water jars – azyār (sing. zūr).

Four potters from Jabarūna were interviewed, Khadīja ‘Abd Allah, Manāl ‘Abd as-Sayyīd, Fāṭma ‘Abd al-Qādir and Maḥāsin ‘Abd Allah. All of them are sisters, daughters.

---


3 Crowfoot 1933: 11.

of man who was a blacksmith. They are of Danagla descent and claim to produce the traditional ceramics typical in Dar Dongola. They lived at the beginning in the lower part of Jabarūna called Ḥilla Haddādī (haddād = blacksmith), close to the river. After a big flood in 1988, they moved to their present residence. They learned how to make and fire pots from their mother, Hazmalla (Khādim Allah), a potter well known in the researched area. With her sister, Hazmalla continued a long family tradition of pottery making. Her daughters produce mainly traditional big water jars – āzyār (see below, Fig. 25), round jars (qulal, sing. qulla), censers (mabākhir, sing. mubkhara) and wide bowls (Nub. kabarūs) for preparing dough or keeping some domestic crops. Sometimes, on demand, they also make other pottery products such as traps for rabbits (see below, Fig. 26), pipes for irrigation (see below, Fig. 27). They obtain raw clay (turāb damīra – damīra = flood season of the Nile).

5 Marriages between families of potters and blacksmiths were repeatedly recorded in traditional African societies. Both were frequently treated as cast-like subgroups whose representatives were often perceived as impure or being feared by others (see: Gosselain 2008: 1175; Lyons, Freeman 2009; Arkell 1939: 79).
from the banks of the Nile. For the manufacture of vessels, they prepare a paste by mixing alluvial silt with animal manure (from a donkey) and grog – sherds crushed to powder – and add water. According to the information obtained from four above mentioned potters/sisters in 2019, they usually make a large zīr, circa 70cm high, within one day only. Its production cycle, however, comprises several stages; first, the bottom part with the rounded base is formed by squashing a lump of clay on the matting, cloth spread on the ground or in a flat, wide metal bowl. After the desired shape (in form of a hemispherical bowl) is achieved and the wall thickness has been unified, the product is left for a short time for drying – in summer the time needed is very short. In the following stages of forming, the central part of the vessel is built by applying roll-shaped lumps of clay, which are thinned down and elongated by hand. When the walls reach the desired height, the surface is scraped and smoothed using a rounded spatula (today usually made from fragments of metal or plastic containers). Finally, the topmost part and the rim are made in a similar way. Each step of forming is made after a short interval for drying.

Finished pots are left to final dry (Fig. 4) for a week under the sun. Before firing, the upper part of the vessel is lubricated with cooking oil, to which a yellow or red powder pigment is added. This powder is purchased in the market and its composition is unknown to the women. In the final step, the outer surface of the upper part of the pot is burnished
with a pebble. After firing, the vessel takes on a lustrous red or orange colour. Usually, below the burnished zone incised decoration is executed.

The firing place is a shallow, flat depression in the ground. In Jabarūna, two pits visited were roughly 30–40cm in depth and 250 x 220cm and 280 x 320cm in diameter.

The firing process is fuelled by the dung of domestic animals, mostly cattle, sheep and goats. From what the women of Jabarūna say it can be estimated that for firing ten azyār, eight bags of the animal dung are needed. The amount of fuel depends on the kind of manure. Cattle excreta burn quicker and, therefore, a bigger volume of it is needed. In principle each time only one kind of manure is used for firing but, if necessary, different dung types can be mixed.

The firing starts with spreading a layer of animal manure several centimetres thick at the bottom of the depression. The vessels are laid directly on this layer. The kilns formed in such a way are usually tightly covered with pieces of sheet metal and sherds (Fig. 5). On top, another layer of manure is put down. The kiln is most often ignited from the side.

---

6 Gosselain 2008: Fig. 6.
7 The size of 50kg cement bag.
The firing process (of about 30 vessels) takes one day. In one load vessels of different sizes and forms are fired. During the firing that was made on the day of our first visit to Jabarūna, azyār and mabākhīr were fired together (Fig. 6). By the last visit, which was aimed at collecting the ordered sāqiya pots (qawādīs, sing. qādūs), in the kiln beside the ordered twenty qawādīs were also about twenty big azyār, some censers and other small fancy pottery products. Cooling of the kiln takes one day. After the whole firing process is accomplished the water jars are smeared inside with a paste prepared by mixing the clay with grog and adding a small quantity of sugar.

The quality of the products is astonishingly high, the azyār are thinly walled and very hard and when knocked they make a clear metallic sound. Very old wares from Jabarūna are still in use among the inhabitants of different villages. ‘Abd Allah Aḥmad ‘Ummāra, a tailor from Ḫammūr has several azyār made in Jabarūna. One of them, bought in 1972 still serves for storing drinking water. Another one, bought in 1985, he uses in the summer time. All were brought from Jabarūna by boat. Considerably older ceramic products from Jabarūna – two azyār manufactured in the 1930s and a vessel called in Nubian kantūš (also dahālūb or ḥummāra) serving in the preparation of dough, and according to the owner’s testimony 130 years old, were also encountered. These objects were found in Bakibūl, in the now uninhabited house once belonging to the grandfather of ‘Abd al-Qādir ‘Abd ar-Raḥmān Dirār, a male nurse in the local hospital, who was the source of this account.
In the village of Rūmī Bakrī in the visited house of a farmer, As-Sayyid Marjān, the tradition of making pottery goes back a long way. Family members claim it started as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century, with production passed from generation to generation up to the present day. Their first workshop was situated close to the river and after the flood of 1988, they moved to their present residence. The whole process of production is performed by the wife of the house owner. The family is of Arab origin from the Bidīriya Dahmašiyya tribe. There are three families firing pottery products in the village. Their production, however, is seasonal and on a small scale.

The basic ingredient of the ceramic paste is raw alluvial clay (turāb damīra), brought from the river bank. A clump of raw clay is inserted into the water and then kneaded on a mat spread on the ground with an appropriate amount of sieved donkey dung. It must be sieved since bigger pieces when burned may leave bigger cavities through which the water might leak. The ratio of clay to temper is determined intuitively. A very important stage of the production process is then kneading the clay by hand, with some water added to make the paste suitable for forming. The technology of shaping and firing is generally the same as in Jabarūna, with some small modifications only. The azyār are formed in the farmyard in

---

8 Nabil Ali 2010: 356.
three stages over the three subsequent days. Azyār are prepared by using mixed techniques. First, the bottom part with a rounded base, is shaped from a lump of clay by pinching and pounding. The next day, after some drying of the base, the central part is shaped and after one more day, the upper part with the rim is made. The walls are built by hand by superimposing thick rolls of clay (Fig. 7) which are elongated by hand (Fig. 8) and finally scraped with the help of a spatula (Fig. 9). The fresh surface is burnished by a pebble. The finished azyār are left to dry under the sun and wind for three days and then moved for other three days into the shade. Finally, after six days the azyār are fired in a small hole situated next to the house, in the middle of the village. The production cycle takes place during the four summer months.9 The women produce 24 azyār monthly, but additionally, on demand, some other pottery products like qulal, censers, qawādis for dovecots, water pipes, flower pots etc. are made. To achieve the desirable colour a yellow powder pigment is used, which dissolves only in water – unlike in Jabarūna – and is smeared on the upper part of the vessel. Therefore, after accomplishing the firing process, the two parts of a zīr

---

9 In north-eastern Darfur pottery making was also seasonal, although the reason for firing ceramics only in the four months of summer is the agricultural calendar. Women used to start firing pots after the harvesting time was over (Arkell 1939: 85).

9. Scrapping and smoothing the outside and inside walls with the help of a spatula (Phot. A. Cedro).
differ considerably in colour. However, the *gawādīs* made for dovecots are smeared with a smaller quantity of pigment and the final surface colour is therefore more uniform.

The pottery-making techniques used by the women from Jabarūna and Rūmī Bakrī belong to a very old and widespread tradition known and described by travellers and researchers in many other parts of Sudan.¹⁰

The Jabarūna pottery workshop is a good example of a localised production centre, in the past one of the biggest in the researched area. The Jabarūna and Rūmī Bakrī workshops prove that hand-formed pottery can be manufactured as a side occupation by local women, who are also involved in other gendered chores. The dense network of such local production centres has limited the trade of ceramics to the bare wheel-thrown forms which were produced in the specialised workshops led by men.

The production of pottery in Jabarūna and in Rūmī Bakrī fits into the definition of a ‘household industry’.¹¹ The other place of pottery production researched in 2015–2019 is located in Ad-Dabba and represents a ‘workshop industry’, where production is conducted by skilled male potters on a much bigger scale and therefore for a wider market.

**WORKSHOP INDUSTRY – AD-DABBAA**

Understandably enough, the bigger centres housed bigger potteries, which served more numerous populations. The biggest centre of traditional pottery making in the Southern Dongola Reach is located on the outskirts of Ad-Dabba, today a commercial centre and a seat of the local government, in the past a traditional river terminus for caravan trade with the South located near the Nile estuary of Wādī al-Malik.

In the course of a series of interviews, it turned out that the manufacturers of ceramics – the workshop owner Ar-Rašīd ‘Alī, his father Muḥammad ‘Alī and brother, Aḥmad ‘Alī – are descendants of Nigerian Hausa migrants. Their ancestors migrated from the Sokoto State in the north-western part of Nigeria.¹² They went on a pilgrimage to Mecca and never returned to their homeland. In the past, a decision to go on a pilgrimage meant leaving the homeland forever. Difficult living conditions in the Nigerian Sahel did not encourage return. Ancestors of our potters first settled about 150 years ago in Sennar (*Sinnār*) on the Blue Nile, c. 600 kilometres to the south of their present habitation. Sennar was a thriving agglomeration already in the early nineteenth century when it had a population of 100,000. Its importance grew and the population expanded. Commercial and agricultural activities in the town were spurred after the Sennar Dam was completed in 1925. In the early days of Anglo-Egyptian Condominium, it assimilated a huge wave of migrants, who over time moved from there to other destinations in Sudan. The history of the ancestors of Ar-Rashīd

---

¹¹ Leeuw 1977: 70.
¹² Northern Nigeria is one of the three regions in sub-Saharan Africa where pottery is handmade both by men and women, predominantly from Hausa ethnic group (Stössel 1984: 67). According to the *Census of Nigeria* of the year 1931 among the Hausa speaking potters of the Northern Province there were 909 females and 176 males (Stössel 1984: 67).
‘Ali’s is typical in this respect. Nigerian potters brought to the Sudan knowledge of indigenous ceramic manufacturing,\textsuperscript{13} which is currently continued by their descendants in Ad-Dabba. Interestingly, they have preserved their identity and still cherish their traditions, communicating with each other in the Hausa language. According to their testimony, large groups of Hausa people are also living in Wād Madanī, Kassala, Al-Qaḍārif, Küstī and Ad-Damāzīn.

Our manufacturers, before they finally settled in Ad-Dabba in 2003, lived at Shendi (Šandī), Ad-Dāmir, ‘Aṭbara, Barbar, Abū Ḥamad, Marawī, Karīma, Al-Qurayyīr and in New Dongola.

In Ad-Dabba they live in extremely humble circumstances, but have radio and regularly read newspapers. They also habitually visit their families in Sennar. According to their accounts, the Hausa manufacturers of ceramics today perform their trade in Marawī and Ahmad ‘Ali, the younger brother of Ar-Rašīd, has opened his own business in Abū Ḥamad. The research conducted at Ad-Dabba confirms a close resemblance to the pottery techniques used in the workshop in Karīma (about 160km away).\textsuperscript{14}

For manufacturing the pots, a silt alluvial sediment (\textit{turāb damīra}) is used. It is transported from the banks of the Nile where it occurs in two varieties – a black, heavy clay and red, light clay. The alluvial deposits are accessible by a low water level in the river. From May to August during the Nile inundation its exploitation is not possible. Therefore it is necessary to have some volume of clay on stock, especially for the summer months. The yellow, hard clay present on the spot where the workshop is situated is not suitable for forming pots. The different sorts of clay give the different colour of the pots’ surface after firing. To prepare the paste for making vessels, the raw clay is mixed with organic temper composed of donkey dung which quite easily turns into fine-grained powder (\textbf{Fig. 10}). Chopped straw is added to improve the plasticity of the paste and to reduce shrinkage of the clay during firing and drying; it also results in a more porous body of the final product. The clay paste for forming vessels is prepared in a special pit dug into the ground at the site. Clay, dung and an appropriate volume of water sufficient for forming 60 \textit{azyār} are mixed there. The ready clay paste is left for one day before using it for forming pots.

There are essentially four types of vessels produced in the Ad-Dabba workshop: large \textit{azyār}; medium \textit{azyār}, globular qulla-type jars – of large and small sizes and the flower pots (\textit{zuhrīyāt}, sing. \textit{zuhrīya}). All vessels are hand-made but, depending on the size and shape, mixed techniques are employed during their forming process. In the first stage of making a large \textit{zīr} a potter puts a lump of clay on a convex mould, a rounded base of another pot, or a specially prepared form (\textbf{Fig. 11}), and then presses it by hand or by using a wooden slat and finally scrapes the surface with a small plastic or metal sheet (\textbf{Fig. 12}). When the required shape is achieved and the thickness of walls is even, the base of \textit{zīr} is

\textsuperscript{13} See: Gosselain 2015.
\textsuperscript{14} Garcea 2004.
turned upwards and set properly in the sand (Fig. 13). After removing the mould (Fig. 14) and a short period of drying the upper part of the jar is built. First, the edge of the base part is thinned with the help of a wooden paddle (Fig. 15) and then large rolls of clay are superimposed and pinched with fingers (Fig. 16). A thick ring of clay is elongated and flattened with a drawing motions of the hands (Fig. 17). By repeating these moves a few times the potter pulls up the wide shoulders and neck of the jar (Fig. 18).

Firing is done in the pit in isolation. It is arranged in a shallow, trough-shaped recess in the ground (Fig. 19). The pots are put on a layer of dried animal dung. The kiln filled with pots is then lined from above and from the sides with large fragments of broken pottery vessels and with huge ceramic slabs made for the purpose (Figs 20–21). Occasionally, large worn-out sacks (šawwālāt, sing. šawwāl) are used as additional fuel. Over them, another layer of manure is spread. Palm twigs are used to ignite the bonfire. The kiln is set alight from the top, the fire penetrates then the lower layer of manure (Fig. 22). The pots should be fired practically without contact with air, which causes cracking of the pots. Most important is to keep the temperature of firing constant – over intensive firepower leads to deformation or cracking.
11. Squashing a lump of clay on top of the ceramic mould (Phot. A. Chojnacki).

12. Forming the bottom part of a zīr on the mould (Phot. A. Chojnacki).

15. Thinning the edge of the lower part of zūr with a wooden paddle (Phot. A. Chojnacki).

16. Adding thick rolls of clay to the lower part of a jar (Phot. A. Chojnacki).
17. Pulling up walls of a jar with drawing motions of hands (Phot. A. Chojnacki).

19. Preparing firing place by spreading manure on the ground (Phot. A. Cedro).

20. Vessels at the firing place are arranged vertically, smaller jars are set in two layers (Phot. A. Cedro).
21. Covering the jars with ceramic slabs and layer of manure on a top (Phot. A. Cedro).

22. Igniting the fire; in the foreground middle jars for dukhān are drying (Phot. A. Cedro).
For firing 100 azyār an average of 300 sacks of manure is needed. However, not all types of manure are of equal quality and used in equal measure. The required volume depends also on the sort of clay – the black, heavy clay requires stronger fire and the red, light clay needs less fuel. Large quantities of vessels are fired during the summer only. Hot weather is conducive to achieve a higher temperature in the ‘oven’ at the lower cost because less fuel is needed. Sustaining the firing process is therefore much cheaper than in the winter-time. In the summer the demand for pots used for cooling water is higher. That is crop time for the potters. Over the winter period fewer vessels are fired but it is also a season of full-capacity utilisation.

Large vessels are placed in the oven vertically, mouth up, in one layer, smaller ones can be laid in two layers, also vertically (see above, Fig. 20). Firing takes usually one day – when using the sacks as additional fuel it can take even only half a day; a longer firing period might result in cracks. After firing, vessels cool down for two days, then the covering layer can be removed and they can be taken out. A vital role in firing is played by the wind. If there is no wind a successful firing brings 100% good pots and with wind 70–80%, but sometimes not more than 50–60% of the oven content is suitable for sale. The wind also influences the surface colour. If, for example, the wind is blowing from the south the azyār in the southern part of the kiln will take on a more reddish colour due to the stronger fire from this side. During one of the visits in the workshop, we observed a number of azyār with partly burnt black bottoms. According to the received information (from Ar-Rašīd), this was caused by a very strong wind blowing during the firing. The vessels which were fit for use were fired again in a small kiln. Before the firing starts dried leaves of a desert plant called tuššīq were put inside and ignited. The additional firing makes the surface colour of the vessel uniformly black.

After removal from the oven, each vessel is immersed in water. This is the initial phase of a process aimed at obtaining the correct porosity of the pot’s surface. To achieve good results the potter blends 0.5kg of cement with 0.5kg of sherd powder and 0.25kg of powdered red paint. A handful of this mixture dissolved in five litres of water is sufficient to slush the inside of four large azyār. Cracked surfaces are repaired with a paste made of clay and grog (powder from crushed sherds). Laid on the damaged surface it dries in a few hours.

Ad-Dabba manufacturers sell annually from one thousand to two thousand vessels on a fixed price: for a large zīr, they charge (in February 2019) 200 Sudanese Pounds (which then equal to 4 USD), for the medium-sized zīr 150 SDG, large qulla 70 SDG, flower pot 60 SDG, jar for the dovecot 50 SDG and for ornamented (painted) big ceramic wares intended for pure decorative purposes, made on special order, 250–300 SDG.

A DYING CRAFT

Traditional pottery making is becoming an extinct craft all across Africa and the Middle Nile is no exception to the rule. The elders from the right bank village of Al-Qadār, near Old Dongola, recollect that in the past more Dongolawiyat were occasionally involved in
pottery making for their own use and for their neighbours.\textsuperscript{15} The last ones, ‘Azīza Mabrūk and Ḥalīma Sa’ad passed away less than ten years ago, at the age of eighty.\textsuperscript{16} Although their mothers and grandmothers were making pottery they left nobody who might continue their craft. The art of handmaking pottery objects for local needs belonged in the past to the everyday activities for women in most of the localities within the researched area. Pottery making was always regarded as a female occupation in Al-Qadār. In the case of above mentioned ‘Azīza and Ḥalīma, it was their main occupation and made them financially independent from their husbands, who hardly made ends meet working in the field. Both women were neighbours and shared a workshop on the outskirts of the village half a kilometre from the Nile.

According to Abū l’Qāsim Ḥasan Ziyāda, a villager of Al-Qadār, it usually took them two days to make one zīr. They used to manufacture three or four azyār at once, since demand was small, due to the many producers in the neighbourhood. With time, they gained widespread renown and people from other villages were coming to their workshop to purchase their pots. They produced the traditional large water jugs (azyār) but also wide, round, vessels called kubīq used in the watering of domestic animals and kneading the dough at home as well as to keeping dates for Ramadan, the universally used censers and qullas, large wide dishes called kabārūs and the dukka\textsuperscript{17} (in Sudan-Arabic doka) vessel for preparing kisra.\textsuperscript{18}

Soon after the Al-Qadār workshop was abandoned, production also ceased in the left bank pottery at Al-Ghāba, \textit{vis à vis} Old Dongola. The Al-Ghāba workshop, noteworthy located close to Jabarūna, supplied a vast area with excellent azyār which are still in frequent use.

In Tanqasī also active as a woman-potter was Al-‘Izqīna, who made small azyār, qulal, incense burners, cooking pots (qidr, qidra) and until 1950 pots called kantūš for preparing the traditional dish mulāḥ or keeping milk. She fired the pottery in a small kiln mound by using manure as fuel. After she died at the beginning of the 1960s nobody continued the production.

\textsuperscript{15} At least three informers were questioned about the extinct workshop in Al-Qadār. Their testimonies, although relevant to the quite recent past, differ significantly. Here, we decided to base our relation on the version provided by Abu l’Qāsim Hassan Ziyada during interview with Bogdan Żurawski.

\textsuperscript{16} A different account was given by Al-Fḍil Ḥasan, a teacher of English, on the 26th February 2019. According to him ‘Azīza died about 25 years ago. She worked together with her daughter who did not take over the workshop.

\textsuperscript{17} Large clay plates used today for baking kisra bread were discovered also on Meroitic sites dating to about 500 BC (Dirar 2015: 25–26).

\textsuperscript{18} Traditional pancake made of sorghum. In the old days, according to the Abu l’Qāsim’s account, kisra prepared in dukka was a luxury. Some types of breads like tukkab were prepared by nomads directly on the soil without using pottery vessels (Dirar 2015: 218–219).
POTTERY MAKING, A FEMALE JOB?

Suggesting that pottery making in the Ad-Dabba Bend is and was a typically feminine occupation would miss the truth. Although at the moment there is only one pottery workshop run by men, there were more in the recent past.

One of the bygone male potters is ‘Abd aṣ-Ṣādiq Sīdū, who now lives in Banganarti. In the past, he had a pottery workshop in Jazīra Tanqasī. After the disastrous flood in 1988, he moved to Banganarti but managed to restore his workshop in the Jazīra and to continue firing for about six-seven more years. However, he used a different firing technology and another type of clay to that preferred by the female potters of Jabarūna and Rūmī Bakrī. Instead of alluvial silt (*turāb damīra*) from the river bank, he manufactured the pottery wares using some *wadi* clay (called by him *ṭīn atrūniya*). Its outcrops were close to his workshop. He fired pots in an oven sunk deeply in the ground using pieces of wood as the only fuel. After the firing process was accomplished, the *azyār* were filled inside with river mud mixed with water to achieve the right porosity. Then they were filled with water to check if the permeability was sufficient. The *azyār* made by him had a mostly dark (black) surface but, on request, these could also be brick-red. Usually, he was firing ten *azyār* per week, working six months of the year as a potter and the rest of his time spending in the field. He was also the main supplier of *qawādis* used for dovecots. At present, at home he uses *azyār* made by him and even by his father. Water containers and other ceramic forms made by them are still in use among residents of Banganarti and Hammūr.

In another part of Tanqasī, Tanqasī ʿHilla was the well-known pottery manufacturer, Ḥasan ʿSabāḥ al-Khayr, who at first worked with his own father, who came from the ʿSayqiya tribe. Ḥasan was employed in the local schools, at the beginning as servant (*farrāš*) and later for very long time (until 1995) as water carrier (*saqqā*). However, work at school left him a great deal of free time to burn clay-vessels in a hole in the ground using animal dung as fuel. He was living close to the big mosque, his old house is now inhabited, and his kiln was situated nearby, close to the river. He was a very religious man and chose this place because it was near to the grave (*qubba*) of the worshipped šaykh, Kandibar. Thus he could perform his job under his holy protection. ʿĪsām ʿAbd al-Laṭīf, son of the former school director in Tanqasī, knew Ḥasan from his school days and was able to show places related to his activities.

The other workshop run by a man was situated further upriver on the left bank, Al-Qurayyir. According to local informant, the workshop was still working in 2000. The owner was an elder man who fired pottery vessels in an oven four metres in diameter, closed from the top with a round iron lid. It was sunk deep into the ground, said to be c. five meter deep and could accommodate 30 *azyār* at one go. Pieces of wood were used as fuel. The Al-Qurayyir potter used the common alluvial silt from the river mixed with donkey manure as temper. In 2000 the man died and his workshop was closed.
On the left river bank in Al-Ghāba there was a pottery workshop run by a married couple. According to the account obtained from the farmer Khaydar ‘Awwūda from Ḥammūr, the man learned the traditional firing of ceramics from his mother and taught his wife to do this. For a long time they supplied inhabitants of neighbouring villages with water jars. The workshop was closed about five years ago after the producers died.

According to another account obtained from Aḥmad Muḥammad Rāba, a farmer and driver from Ḥammūr Bahrī, in the area of Ḥammūr Jazīra was a pottery workshop also run by a married couple. Aḥmad Muḥammad Rāba has in his house a zīr made by them more than twenty years ago, which is still in good condition and in use. The couple had a hole for firing pottery situated about 200m from their house. They used the common mixture of alluvial silt with donkey manure as temper. The only fuel was the dung. They could – according to the account – fire about 10–15 azyār at a time.

SOME LESS KNOWN FUNCTIONS OF LOCALLY MADE CERAMICS

The vessels manufactured by local potters are used for various domestic purposes. Large azyār are traditionally set in the streets, in a shadowy windy place in front of a dwelling mansion, at local bus stations, in cemeteries etc. All are destined to provide local residents and visitors with cool water during the hot days of summer (Fig. 23). Set in a farmyard, several azyār can serve to water vegetables, flowers etc. grown next to them (Fig. 24).

The azyār are also suited to long-term storage of different types of food, as e.g. dates and fish. Fresh dates harvested directly from the tree are put into the zīr, closed with a sealed lid and tightly wrapped with a piece of cloth around the rim. In this way, they can be stored for a year or even longer.

According to ‘Āṭiyāt Djādū Manṣūr, the female cook to the Polish Archaeological mission, species of small fish called in the Nubian language dabis (fasīkh) are usually stored in zīr. The fish, thoroughly gutted, are rubbed with salt in baskets woven from palm branches. Then they are thrown into a round metal dish called dukka, with a diameter of approx. 50cm put on low heat and rotated with a little hoe called karādīq until they are completely dry. After cooling the fish are placed in a zīr, which is closed tightly by a lid sealed with a piece of textile and can be stored for approximately one or two years.

In a medium-sized zīr (Fig. 25), a traditional dish called miš can be prepared. Miš consists of milk mixed with the following ingredients: olives (zaytūn), black cumin (kammūn), fenugreek (ḥulba), Italian fennel (šamār, šumra šāī’a), garlic and salt. Some red or green chili powder (šaḥṭṭa ḥamra or šaṭṭa ḥadra) is also added. In a closed vessel it may be kept for a night and the next day; this traditional dish is ready-to-eat. It is completely different from the traditional Egyptian miš, which is a cheese made by fermenting salty cheese for several months or even years.

The jars (qulal) inserted into the walls at a certain height are also used as coops for dove.

The traps (ašrāk, sing. šarak) for rabbits are similar to the small azyār but have a more elongated body, widening downwards, and relatively narrow orifice (Fig. 26).


Cylindrical pipes are used in the irrigation system as couplers that connect wooden troughs (Fig. 27).

Grain containers called *qussība* were made of sun-dried mud (Fig. 28). According to Abū l’Qāsim from Al-Qadār village, it took 25 days to make a good *qussība*. It was supposed to contain a sufficient amount of grain for one family for one year. It was provided with a lid atop and an orifice in the lower part plastered each time after the *qussība* was used.

Wide-mouthed jars *qulla* are also used for the traditional *dukhān* (smoke bath). A jar is placed in a hole dug in the ground. Inside some pieces of a naturally scented *talh* wood are placed on the charcoal and ignited. Glowing wood gives smoke with a pleasant aroma. The hole in the earth with *qulla* below is covered with a round mat called *taqārūba*. On it sits an undressed woman, covered with a woollen rug (Ar. *šamlā*) whose body is incensed with the smoke wafting from the *qulla*. While doing this she can rub her hair with *karkār* – a mixture of fat, sesame oil, cloves, orange peel and perfume. This practice gives a smoothness and pleasant fragrance to the skin and to the hair. After the *dukhān* is accomplished, the woman rubs into the skin *dīlka* – a skin scrub made from millet or sorghum flour, ground cloves, scented oil and perfumes, smoked with sandal wood. Such treatment, performed in the female part of the house, can last from fifteen minutes to two hours, and even longer.

**SUMMARY**

Village pottery making is a traditional household industry in the Ad-Dabba Bend of the Nile. It is a seasonal, gendered, loosely organised activity that escapes categorisation according to technological criteria. Apart from a few exceptions, rural pottery production is in the hands of women, who learned the craft from their mothers. The Ad-Dabba workshop, run by Hausa migrants from a region where pottery making was the occupation of both men and women, makes a noble exception to the rule.

The information collected among the traditional potters still active in the Ad-Dabba Bend proves that household pottery making was neither dependent on urban centres for access to materials nor were the pots fired purposefully for sale in the regional markets.

The preferred spherical or subspherical pots produced mainly by women fit the definition of African wares coined in 1910 by Franz Stuhlman.19 A vast majority of the vessels we have the chance to see in various stage of shaping or firing have neither knobs nor any sort of handles.

The ceramic self-sufficiency and dense pattern of the village pottery production were caused by the very nature of ceramic products, which in general hates transport. The vast majority of the vessels produced today in the rural workshops are bigger form. Needless to say, transport made marketing of them difficult.

Nowadays when transport is easily available part of the local pottery production is to some extent sold out but the pots are fired occasionally and the amount is regulated by

27. Potters from Jabarūna with ceramic pipes used in the irrigation system (Phot. P. Terendy).

demand. The forming and firing of vessels are usually made seasonally, mainly in summer when the work in the field is limited due to the heat, which incidentally greatly facilitated the firing operation and made the process more profitable because of quicker drying and less fuel consumption during firing.

*In situ* observations of the production procedure and ethnographic interviews suggest that pottery making for domestic use was more widespread in the past than it is at present. Then and now pots were fired in most primitive conditions in shallow pits located inside settlements, on the edge of cultivated land (*al-arādī al-mazrū'a*) near roads or even inside the settlements close to the potter’s homestead. The choice of place was determined by the distance from the potter’s place of residence and the availability of clay and fuel. It is difficult to talk about the concept of a ceramic workshop because most of the production process took place at home.

Village pottery manufacture is currently limited to ceramic products that cannot be replaced by a metal or plastic factory commodity available on the local market. However, in the past women potters of Ad-Dabba Bend, as elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, were the main users of the vessels they manufactured. Today, they produce mostly vessels for storing and cooling water, but earlier they also made cooking pots, *birām* (sing. *burma*), vessels for brewing and storage of beer (*marissa*).

The manufacturing of the pots is carried out by men and women. Men are responsible for making pipes, *saqiyya*-pots (*qawādīs*), ceramic novelties, *jabānāt* and, generally, more complicated shapes. Earlier the male potters monopolised the production of ceramics turned on wheel.

The pattern of village pottery-making in the Ad-Dabba Bend is similar to that still observed in Upper Egypt in the 1920s. Winifred S. Blackman’s sentence from her *The Fellahin of Upper Egypt* characterised both Middle Nile and Upper Egypt pottery making as follows: *When no wheel is employed the potters may be men or women, but the wheel is used only by men.*
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